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The HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY name has long been synonymous with leadership
in high-technology electronics. The Hughes success story results -from the company's
commitment to designing and producing very high quality, cost-effective, state-of-the-art
products and systems. Hughes' reputation for innovation is based upon a chronicle of
technological firsts - in space and communications, avionics, command and control, industrial
electronics, and basic research.

With the establishment of Hughes Aircraft of Canada Limited in 1989, Hughes diversified
beyond its traditional product lines to satisfy the growing needs of the global, commercial
marketplace of the 1990's and beyond.

Hughes Canada's products and systems range from acoustic diagnostic systems which detect
operational abnormalities in sophisticated machinery; to real-time, data processing and
display systems for air traffic control, vessel tracking and other transportation applications.

Hughes Canada's expertise in program management, systems engineering, systems
integration and test, and software development ensures the successful performance of all
phases of project design, development and implementation. Hughes Canada's integrated
logistic support engineering and training technicians provide continued support throughout
each system's useful life.

Nowhere are the preeminent skills of the professionals at Hughes Canada more evidently
displayed than in the performance of the single largest software project ever undertaken in
Canada: the Canadian Automated Air Traffic System (CAATS). As the prime contractor,
Hughes Canada is leading a consortia of international companies in the disign, development
and implementation of the CAATS for Transport Canada. The CAATS will automate
Canada's flight data processing and will provide the controller with integrated flight and
radar data on the Hughes advanced common controller workstation. Over 400 of these
workstations will be delivered to the seven en route air traffic control centres across Canada.

The complex and integrated system needs required for the Hong Kong Government's Port
and Airport Development Strategy (PADS) demands the technical, financial and managerial
resnnies which Hughes Canada is committed to providin2 its customers world-wide.
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